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conducive to proper effect. A colossal bust, it is really not 

seen to advantage even in the ample rooms of the Metropoli 
tan Museum. 

The number of loaned pictures is one hundred and thirty 
seven, and among these a fair proportion are objects of real 

interest, while few of them will fail to give pleasure to one 

or another class of the picture-viewing public. Among those 

by modern painters is one by Couture, called ' Justice Asleep.' 
It represents the interior of a court-house. Two judges sit 

behind the bench, one with his head nodding on his breast, the 

other napping with his head comfortably bowed upon his arm 

outstretched upon the desk. The prisoner is a boy, dressed in 

white; and some bottles of wine, a pasty, a melon, and a hare 

deposited on the floor, suggest the nature of the theft which 

has brought him into trouble. On his right sits a gendar;ne, 
and behind him, again, a harlequin in a black domino and 

vizard is haranguing on behalf of the prisoner. His wooden 

sword and coloured leggings betray him; and the suggestion 
of the whole is rendered complete in the figure of an old law 

yer on the right, who looks askance behind his spectacles, sadly 
and wearily. A clock on the wall, with its slow weight and 

pendulum in poise, heightens the sense of weariness and im 
patience which the whole is intended to excite. It is not pre 
cisely a pleasing picture; but much is to be learned from the 
artist's simple, precise, and vigorous way of laying on the 
paint. The ' Visit of the Archduke Albert to the First Print 
ing-Press at Antwerp, I599,' by De Keyser, is the first of this 
eminent artist's works which we recollect to have seen in this 
country. It is in the academic style, especially rendered fa 

miliar by Kaulbach. A vigorous water - colour sketch by 
Fortuny recalls the recent loss. of that promising painter. This 
sketch depicts a Turkish beggar sitting squalidly against a bare 

plaster-wall of some building, and holding with one of his scanty 
and ungraceful arms a sort of narghile, while on his right side is 
seen a bowl, placed there for the reception of charitable offerings, 
no doubt. He is completely naked, with the exception of a cloth 
thrown across his- middle; and from under this his legs, termi 
nating in huge, ungainly feet, are thrust with strong disregard 
of conventionality. Two dogs are introduced, one asleep, the 
other looking at the beggar. The whole figure is remarkably 
drawn, and the skin is painted with quick and minute accuracy. 

After these two subjects, one would do well to refresh his eye 
by a glance at Boughton's ' Good Advice,' Merle's luscious-co 
loured 'Autumn,' Gerome's 'At Prayer.' The English water 
colour school is represented by Corbould and Mrs. Spartali 
Skillman. The ' Forgetfulness' and ' Monk Reading' of the 
latter, though perhaps removed from the general appreciation 
by their peculiar quality of quaintness, will repay study. There 
are two admirable little water-colour sketches by Turner also, 
which, regarded not as complete poems, but detached strains 
of delicious colour, are full of suggestion. Among the French 
men, again, we have Frere, Troyon, Lambinet, Delaroche, Lan 
delle, Meissonnier, and Decamps. The latter's ' Suicide' is 
a marvellous example of sombre strength wielded within small 
space. It is simply the figure of a youth lying dead upon his 
bed in a garret. There is no sign of death save the silence of 
the place and the pistol on the floor; but upon the breast of the 
suicide descends a white light from the skylight,-the indifferent 
radiance of the day, that sees but stays not. How strangely old 
this light looks !-and yet one would not be surprised to see it 
depart the next moment. The room is otherwise so dark and 
brown that scarcely anything is distinguishable save a skull and 
some paint-brushes on the mantel, with a palette hanging at the 
side. A single spot of paint left upon this palette is touched by 
the ray from the window-that is the poor boy's only earthly 
immortality. Of American artists, Gifford, Vedder, Beard, Cole 

man, Kensett, H. P. Gray, and Church, are represented. Only 
pausing to mention Cole's ' Voyage of Life,' the whole series of 
which hangs here, we must pass to the small cluster of old Ita 
lian paintings in Room G. Among these are a capital head by 

Titian, a strong head of an old woman by Murillo, and the 'Ma 
donna and Child' by -him known as the Brevoort Madonna 
which excited considerable attention some years ago. Two ex 
cellent specimens of Tintoretto are hung here also, one a portrait, 
the other a group of three, entitled ' Venus's Toilet.' The draw 
ing of this is every way noble and satisfactory, and its subdued 

but lifelike and enduring colour possesses -a sustained charm 
very grateful to the eye. 

The Loan Exhibition embraces, besides the above works, valu 
able carvings in wood and ivory, old metal-work, armour, manu 
scripts, and engravings, and is a very useful and attractive addi 
tion to the present contents of the Museum. 

WO-MEN ARTISTS. 

IT is still, we believe, an open question with a good many 
intellectual people whether women can be 'artists at all, 

unless in. a few exceptional cases. The people who have decided 
this question negatively seem to us to ignore certain peculiari 
ties of.mind in women which rationally should not be overlooked. 

To the male artists who. sometimes speak contemptuously of 
female artists the women .might retort 'that many thinking per 
sons believe there is no genuine Art at all at the present time 
among either men or women. 

Without, however, discussing this abstract question, it -is of 
some interest to note what a few young women in this country 
can see in nature and endeavour to reproduce. 

Among the foremost of these young women is Miss Bridges. 
Her works,' which are'already well known in New York, are like 
little lyric poems, and she dwells with loving touches on each of, 
her birds, like " blossoms atilt amid the leaves.." In this hum 
ble vein of feeling, true sympathy with these wee,creatures, -and, 
afterwards crystallising into form the sentiment of, their careless 
ness, their happy thoughtlessness, and their soft, downy life, she 
seems to us a true artist. 

The most impressive pictures that come under. our_ observa-. 
tion are those in which the artist has seized 'the essential, idea.of 
his subject, and under the alembic of his imagination has given 
it a corresponding bodily form. Mr. Vedder is. of this class of 

men; Mr. La Farge is another; and, in their different ways, it 

seems to us that Miss Anna Lee, of Philadelphia, who painted a 
picture of the daughter of Herodias in the Academy exhibition 
a year or two since, Miss Oake, -Mrs. Gilder, of this city, and 

Miss Green, of Boston, Miss Bridges, and a few others, are 
making genuine pictures of the class of subjects which they 
themselves prefer to treat. - 

Some thoughtful man remarked, not long ago, that if women 
would confine themselves to the class of painting that properly 
comes under the head of "decoration," they could surely suc 
ceed. It seems -to us that some of their work goes further than 
this; and without discussing the question whether there is not 
as much genuine art in the works of Rosa Bonheur as in those 
of Sir Edwin Landseer, we are confident that the full heat and 
ripeness, and lazy good-nature of summer, were never better 
expressed on canvas- than in a twig -of a grape-vine with its 
purple grapes, painted by Miss Lizzie Green, and exhibited in 
Boston a few weeks ago. 

For the first time in America, many young women who are 
seeking to be artists have applied themselves very vigorously to 

study solid drawing-a kind of work which must be irksome to 
them, but which they have in many cases done with fair success; 
and though we doubt if they ever will care for it very much for 
its own- sakej yet, as a means of helping them to express what 
they_have to Isay, it is an education whose value can hardly be 
over-estimated. 
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